
 

Assignment 2: Text Study 

• Write your responses to the following questions, Be prepared to share 
your lesson plan and any study guide you might have prepared for your 
students to use in the context of the learning?  

• What text did you choose? And why? 
• I chose the Finnish photograph of toddlers painting to introduce the 

“work of careful observation” to the Schechter Westchester (SW) faculty 
during our back-to-school Faculty Institute. I chose it because of the 
resistance from many in our full faculty to Jewish text study (and text 
study in general during Faculty Institute*) and wanted to present a new 
kind of text. After the photo activity, I introduced “The Student, the 
Fish, and Agassiz”. 

• To whom did you teach this text? And in what context? (e.g., orientation 
sessions, faculty meeting, back to school night???) 
I taught the texts to the full high school faculty in a morning text study 
session during Faculty Institute. 

• What did you hope your participants would gain from studying it 
together? 
I had several goals: 

1. To a new kind of text to our established norm of studying Jewish 
texts; I wanted something that teachers could related to, including 
non-Jewish faculty. 

2. To invite teachers to think about what we do not see as well as what 
we do see. 

3. To notice how much more we see when working collaboratively 
4. To make visible the many ways of seeing and the many perspectives 

that exist within our faculty 
5. To stimulate a conversation about how the activity applies to our 

work in the classroom; to understand how little (as well as how 
much) it is possible to know about our students. 

6. To have fun! 
• (Bring the list of questions that you prepared to ask, if they are not part 

of the lesson plan) 
1. Write what you think is going on in this on one side of an index card, 

then put it aside.  
2. Miriam’s lesson: Go around in a circle (I had six circles of eight), and 

say one thing you see until you think you’ve exhausted all seeing. 
3. On other side of index card, write what you think is going on in the 

photo now. 
4. Trade cards with someone in your circle. Raise your hand if the 

person whose care you are holding expressed something quite 



different about what is going on in the photo (on either first or 
second impression) than you did. 

5. I expected that a number of hands would go up, and they did. 
6. This was a powerful session on seeing/not seeing and multiple 

perspectives and ways of seeing among individuals. 
7. Discuss how this might affect our practice in the classroom 

• Reflect on some aspect of the study guide or your prepared questions 
that worked well.  
The faculty were engaged by and enjoyed the activity and were a little 
stunned, but totally fascinated by how much there was to see in the 
photo (let alone any text or the world in general!), by how much 
collaboration helped them to see, and by the myriad “seeings” and 
perspectives in the room. 

• (If you remember a difficult moment that came up when you were not 
sure what to do, describe that as well.) 

• Teachers were a little skeptical when I introduced Miriam’s lesson. It 
was a “and you’re asking us to do WHAT when we have so much to do to 
get ready for school….?????”  I handled this moment by remembering how 
engaged we became when Miriam led the activity in June and trusted 
that teachers would forget themselves as they got into it. 

• How did you learn about participants’ experience and/or learning and 
what did you find out? 
We do an anonymous reflection survey about teachers’ reactions to 
Faculty Institute, asking them to check a number between 1 and 5 about 
how useful each session was with an option for comment. We found that 
faculty enjoyed this particular text study session; they were relieved not 
to have to focus on a Jewish text and thought the activity was “fun.” 
They found it a little useful or not useful at all in helping them prepare 
for the year ahead. 

• What challenges did you face in setting up this session (e.g., finding 
time, getting childcare for teachers, paying for teachers’ time, rabbi’s 
response to your being the leader of text study session with teachers?) 

 

 

  



The Careful Work of Observation and Description 

 

I. The Photograph 
Instructions: 

• Look carefully at the photo before you.  Then go around the circle, with each 
person describing ONE feature/color/thing/aspect of the photo. Try not to 
interpret what the actors are doing. 

• Go around the circle again, describing more, even if you feel you’ve described 
everything.  

• Go around again until your group agrees that you’ve exhausted the 
features/colors/things/ aspects you see in the photo. 

• Now take a moment to reflect.  
o On one side of the index card provided, please jot down your first 

response to this activity. When you have finished, please share your 
response with your group. 

• Interpret.  
o On the second side of your card, write what meaning you make of this 

photo. What do you think is going on? When you have finished, share 
your interpretation with your group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Questions to Consider: 
1. What did you learn 

about the work of 
observation from the photo 
activity?  

2. What, if anything, 
surprised you? 

3. How does context affect 
seeing? 

4. How does seeing “in 
community” affect what 
and how we see?  

 



On Observation and Description…. 
 

“To describe teaches me that the 
subject of my attention always 
exceeds what I can see. I learn from 
describing a painting or a rock or a 
child or a river that the world is 
always larger than my 
conceptualization of it. I learn that 
when I see a lot, I am still seeing only 
a little and partially. I learn that 
when others join in, the description 
is always fuller than what I saw 
alone.” 
 
      -Patricia Carini 

 
 

 



The Student, the Fish, and Agassiz; by the Student 
 

Questions to Consider: 

1. What more did you learn about the work of observation from this article? 
2. How would you describe the transformation that occurred in the 

srudent?  
3. How might you create opportunities for the work of careful observation 

and description for your students? 
4. Is careful observation a skill we should be teaching? How might it 

promote student engagement? 
5. What does today’s text study suggest about knowing and understanding 

our students? 
 

 

 


